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Voices In My Head
Ashley Tisdale

 Chord forms on intro and verse.
  D       Bm    A      G
e|-------|------|------|------|
B|-------|------|------|------|
G|----11-|----7-|----6-|----4-|
D|-------|------|------|------|
A|-------|------|------|------|
E|-10----|-7----|-5----|-3----|

D/F#  :  2-X-0-2-3-X
Em7   :  0-2-2-0-3-0

[Verse]
D
I got these feelings,i try to bury down
D
But they keep screamin 
D                             Bm          A
And I m just tryin  to filter out somehow
                     D
But they don t wanna leave

[Verse]
D
No you don t need it, all the jealousy
D
And ugly feelings
D                      Bm          A
Left from my history I try so hard
                         D
But they get the best of me

[Pre-Chorus]
        G
And you got every reason to walk out the door
    A
But you rather be next to me

[Chorus]
                    Bm
All the voices in my head
  A           G
Always try to break me
                Em7
Fuck me up and change me, but talk is cheap
            G



This is the last time
                   A
I listen to the voices in my head
Bm          A          G
I know they never stop talking
           Em7
Always sabotaging, but talk is cheap
            G
This is the last time
                   A              D
I listen to the voices in my head

[Verse]
D
And when we re fighting,they get in the way
D
And start a fire
                     Bm
But you never let us burn away
A                     D
You ve got me figured out

[Pre-Chorus]
        G
And you got every reason to walk out the door
    A
But you rather be next to me (yeah)

[Chorus]
                    Bm
All the voices in my head
  A           G
Always try to break me
               Em7
Fuck me up and change me, but talk is cheap
            G
This is the last time
                   A
I listen to the voices in my head
Bm          A          G
I know they never stop talking
           Em7
Always sabotaging, but talk is cheap
            G
This is the last time
                   A              D
I listen to the voices in my head

[Bridge]
D                                     A
They say that I ll never be ready for love
                                      D/F#
They say that I never will feel like enough



                               G
Yeah, they lie to me, and they lie to you But you know the truth is
D                                     A
They say that I ll never be ready for love
                                      D/F#
They say that I never will feel like enough
                               G
Yeah, they lie to me, and they lie to you
        A
But you know the truth is

[Pre-Chorus]
        G
And you got every reason to walk out the door
    A
But you rather be next to me (yeah)

[Break-Down Chorus]
                     Bm
All the voices in my head
  A           G
Always try to break me
               Em7
Fuck me up and change me, but talk is cheap
            G
This is the last time
N.C
I listen to the voices in my head

[Chorus]
Bm          A          G
I know they never stop talking
           Em7
Always sabotaging, but talk is cheap
            G
This is the last time
                   A
I listen to the voices in my head

[Outro]

Bm  A  G     Em7     G   A


